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Classical & Contemporary Partnering

Instructional Resource Links

Curriculum Resources

- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Curriculum Map](#)

Unit 1

- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Introduction to Classical Skills Unit Plan](#)

  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Classical Ballet and Basic Support Mechanics](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Introduction to Basic Promenades and Turn Preparation](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Enhancement of Base Skills](#)

  Lesson Plan 4
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Movement Refinement and Enhancement](#)

  Lesson Plan 5
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 5: Introduction to Intermediate Turns and Nonlocomotory Lifts](#)

  Lesson Plan 6
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 6: Combining Elements to Create Combinations](#)

Additional Unit 1 Resources

- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Movement Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Class Participation Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Vocabulary Unit 1 Test](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 1: Vocabulary](#)
Unit 2

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Elements of Classical Pas De Deux**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Classical Partnering Choreography Phase 1**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Combining Elements to Create Combinations**

  Lesson Plan 3
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Introduction to Classical Partnering Choreography Phase 2**

  Lesson Plan 4
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: Combining Elements to Create Combinations**

  Lesson Plan 5
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 5: Introduction to Full-Length Classical Pas de Deux “Le Corsaire”**

  Lesson Plan 6
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 6: Movement Refinement and Enhancement**

Additional Unit 2 Resources

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Peer Review Form**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Class Participation Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: Performance Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 2: The Pioneers of Classical Partnering PowerPoint**
Unit 3

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Full Pas de Deux/Performance**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Full-Length Classical Pas de Deux Phase 2 “Blue Bird”**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Movement Refinement and Enhancement**

  Lesson Plan 3
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Introduction to Full Length Classical Pas de Deux Phase 3 “Giselle Peasant Pas”**

  Lesson Plan 4
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 4: Movement Refinement and Enhancement Phase 3**

  Lesson Plan 5
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 5: Performance Week**

  Lesson Plan 6
  - **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 6: Reflection and Renewal**

Additional Unit 3 Resources

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Peer Review Form**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Performance Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Class Participation Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 3: Rehearsal Rubric**
Unit 4

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Introduction to Contemporary & Improvisation

Lesson Plan 1

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Contemporary technique Warm-up

Lesson Plan 2

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Introduction to Contemporary Center

Lesson Plan 3

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Movement Refinement

Lesson Plan 4

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 4: Introduction to a Partnered Warmup Phase 1

Lesson Plan 5

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 5: Introduction to a Partnered Warm up Phase 2/Improvisation

Lesson Plan 6

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 6: Improvisation Continued

Additional Unit 4 Resources

- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Class Participation Rubric
- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Movement Rubric
- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Vocabulary Unit 4 Test
- Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 4: Vocabulary
Unit 5

- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Creating Vocabulary with Weight Sharing](#)

  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Partnered Improvisation](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Movement Refinement and Enhancement](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 3: Using Improvisation as movement vocabulary creation tool Phase 1](#)

  Lesson Plan 4
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 4: Using Improvisation as movement vocabulary creation tool Phase 2](#)

  Lesson Plan 5
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 5: Using Improvisation as movement vocabulary creation tool Phase 3](#)

  Lesson Plan 6
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 6: Creating Choreography from Improvised materials](#)
  - [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 6: Using pre-choreographed movement as a full work creation tool Phase 1](#)

Additional Unit 5 Resources

- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Peer Review Form](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Performance Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: Class Participation Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 5: The Pioneers of Classical Partnering PowerPoint](#)
Unit 6

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Contemporary Partnering Choreography & Performance**

Lesson Plan 1
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: Using pre-choreographed movement as a full work creation tool Phase 1**

Lesson Plan 2
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Creating Choreography from Improvised materials**

Lesson Plan 3
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 3: Using pre-choreographed movement as a full work creation tool Phase 3**

Lesson Plan 4
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 4: Movement Refinement and Enhancement**

Lesson Plan 5
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 5: Introduction to a Partnered Warm up Phase 2/Improvisation**

Lesson Plan 6
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 6: Reflection and Renewal**

Additional Unit 6 Resources

- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Peer Review Form**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Performance Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Class Participation Rubric**
- **Dance: Classical & Contemporary Partnering I: Unit 6: Rehearsal Rubric**
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Dance for Theatre
Instructional Resource Links

Curriculum Resources
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Curriculum Map](#)

Unit 1
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Introduction to Theatre & Dance Unit Plan](#)

Lesson Plan 1
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Introduction to Dance and Theatre](#)
  - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Dance for Theatre PowerPoint](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: EOD Action Handout](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: EOD Body Handout](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: EOD Energy Handout](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: EOD Space Handout](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: EOD Time Handout](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Terminology Quiz](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary](#)

Lesson Plan 2
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Introduction to Dance](#)
  - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Terminology Quiz](#)
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary](#)

Lesson Plan 3
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Introduction to Theatre in Dance](#)
  - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Vocabulary](#)

Lesson Plan 4
- [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Proper Etiquette](#)
  - Lesson Plan 4 Materials
    - [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Vocabulary](#)
Unit 2

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Aesthetic Movement Unit Plan**
  
  **Lesson Plan 1**
  - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: Stretching and Biomechanics**
    - **Lesson Plan 1 Materials**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary**
  
  **Lesson Plan 2**
  - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Isolation, Musicality, and Movement**
    - **Lesson Plan 2 Materials**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary**
  
  **Lesson Plan 3**
  - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Movement Connections**
    - **Lesson Plan 3 Materials**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Terminology Assessment**

**Additional Unit 2 Resources**
- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 2: Aesthetic Movement PowerPoint**

Unit 3

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Health and Wellness**
  
  **Lesson Plan 1**
  - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Health and Wellness**
    - **Lesson Plan 1 Materials**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary**
  
  **Lesson Plan 2**
  - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: The Element: Movement and Body**
    - **Lesson Plan 2 Materials**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Movement Assessment**
      - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary**

**Additional Unit 3 Resources**
- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 3: Body and Health PowerPoint**
Unit 4

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Including Dance in Theatre Unit Plan**

Lesson Plan 1

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Performance Principles**
  - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Performance Principle Assessment**
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary**

Lesson Plan 2

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Acting the Song**
  - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary**

Lesson Plan 3

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Singing, Dancing, Acting**
  - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Vocabulary**

Additional Unit 4 Resources

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 4: Including Dance in Theatre PowerPoint**

Unit 5

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Choreographic Structure Unit Plan**

Lesson Plan 1

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Creating Form**
  - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Terminology Assessment**
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary**

Lesson Plan 2

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Creating a story through Emotions**
  - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary**

Lesson Plan 3

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 3: Performance Assessment Rubric**
  - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 3: Themes and Variations**
    - **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 3: Vocabulary**

Additional Unit 5 Resources

- **Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 5: Choreographic Structure PowerPoint**
Unit 6
  •  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Technology to enhance performances Unit Plan](#)

  Lesson Plan 1
  ○  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: The Future of Music Making](#)
    Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    ▪  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  ○  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Lights, Camera, Action!](#)
    Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    ▪  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Performance Scoring Rubric](#)
    ▪  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  ○  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 3: Dancing Tools](#)
    Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    ▪  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 3: Vocabulary](#)

  Additional Unit 6 Resources
  ○  [Dance: Dance for Theatre: Unit 6: Technology to Enhance Performances PowerPoint](#)
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Dance I
Instructional Resource Links

Curriculum Resources
- Dance: Dance I: Curriculum Map
- Dance: Dance I: Dance Your Name Video
- Dance: Dance I: Elements of Dance Exploration Video
- Dance: Dance I: Journal Entry Video
- Dance: Dance I: Stimulus Phrase Exploration Video

Unit 1
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: The What & Why of Dance Unit Plan

Lesson Plan 1
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: What is Dance and Why Study It?
  Lesson Plan 1 Materials
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: The Role and Function of Dance PowerPoint
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Discussion Rubric
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Reflection Essay Rubric

Lesson Plan 2
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: The Role and Function of Dance
  Lesson Plan 2 Materials
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Reflection Essay Rubric
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT: What’s Your Identity?

Lesson Plan 3
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Dance Etiquette
  Lesson Plan 3 Materials
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Dance Etiquette Rubric
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Reflection Essay Rubric

Lesson Plan 4
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Social Dance in the United States
  Lesson Plan 4 Materials
  - Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT: Social Dance Exploration

Additional Unit 1 Resources
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Journal Writing Rubric
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Social Dance in the United States PowerPoint
- Dance: Dance I: Unit 1: Vocabulary
Unit 2

- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: The Elements of Dance Unit Plan**

  **Lesson Plan 1**
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: The Dancing Body**
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: Dance Your Name**

  **Lesson Plan 2**
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Space & Time**
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Shape Study**

  **Lesson Plan 3**
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Energy and Relationships**
    - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Energy Pair Words Teacher Resource**

  **Lesson Plan 4**
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: Laban Movement Analysis**
    - Lesson Plan 4 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: Dance Pathway**
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: LMA Summary of Movement Concepts**
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: Vocabulary Quiz**

**Additional Unit 2 Resources**

- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: The Elements of Dance PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Journal Writing Rubric**
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 2: Vocabulary**
Unit 3

- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Foundations of Composition Unit Plan](#)

  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Elements of Composition](#)
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Stimulus Phrase Exploration](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Choreography Manipulation](#)
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Choreography Manipulation Rubric](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Composing Using a Source](#)
    - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Dance Inspiration Composition](#)
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Dance Inspiration Composition Rubric](#)

Additional Unit 3 Resources

- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: The Foundations of Composition PowerPoint](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Journal Writing Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 3: Vocabulary](#)

Unit 4

- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: A World of Culture Unit Plan](#)

  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Discovering Cultural Dance](#)
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Elements of Dance Exploration Activity](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Discovering Bollywood Dance](#)
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Bollywood Dance Investigation](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Discovering West African Dance](#)
    - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
      - [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: West African Dance Investigation](#)

Additional Unit 4 Resources

- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: A World of Culture PowerPoint](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Dance Assessment Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Elements of Dance Organizer](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Journal Writing Rubric](#)
- [Dance: Dance I: Unit 4: Vocabulary](#)
Unit 5

- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: The Dancer’s Body Unit Plan**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Conditioning for Dancers**
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Create a Warmup**
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Create a Warmup Rubric**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Mind & Body Focus**
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Alternative Body Ways/Practices Project**

Additional Unit 5 Resources
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: The Dancer's Body PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Journal Writing Rubric**
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 5: Vocabulary**

Unit 6

- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Dance Performance and Production Unit Plan**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: Taking the Stage**
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: Stage Directions Assessment**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Behind the Scenes**
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Arts Career Project**
      - **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Arts Career Project Rubric**

Additional Unit 6 Resources
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Journal Writing Rubric**
- **Dance: Dance I: Unit 6: Vocabulary**
Modern Dance I

Instructional Resource Links

Curriculum Resources
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Curriculum Map
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Bartenieff Video
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Exercises Video

Unit 1
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit Plan 1
  Lesson Plan 1
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Dance Etiquette
    Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Dance Etiquette Rubric
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Discussion Rubric
  Lesson Plan 2
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Warming up the body with Modern Dance
    Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Create a Warm Up Rubric
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Modern Technique Rubric

Additional Unit 1 Resources
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 1: Vocabulary

Unit 2
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit Plan 2
  Lesson Plan 1
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: The Flat back
    Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: The Flat Back Rubric
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: Discussion Rubric
  Lesson Plan 2
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: The Contraction
    Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: The Contraction Rubric
  Lesson Plan 3
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Rolling Through the Spine
    Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Rolling Through the Spine Rubric
  Lesson Plan 4
  - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: The Drop Swing
    Lesson Plan 4 Materials
    - Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: The Drop Swing Rubric

Additional Unit 2 Resources
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Journal Writing Rubric
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Vocabulary
- Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 2: Four Major American Modern Dance Pioneers of the 20th century PowerPoint
Unit 3

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit Plan 3**

  **Lesson Plan 1**
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: The Body Moves**
    - Lesson Plan 1 Materials
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: LMA Summary of Movement Concepts**
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Vocabulary Quiz**

  **Lesson Plan 2**
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: What is Choreography?**
    - Lesson Plan 2 Materials
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary Post Test**
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Vocabulary Pre Test**

  **Lesson Plan 3**
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Paul Taylor: Esplanade**
    - Lesson Plan 3 Materials
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Esplanade Rubric**
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: See Think Graphic Organizer**
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Video Discussion Rubric**

  **Lesson Plan 4**
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 4: Bartenieff Fundamentals**
    - Lesson Plan 4 Materials
      - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 4: Bartenieff Fundamentals Rubric**

**Additional Unit 3 Resources**

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: The Body Moves PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Journal Writing Rubric**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 3: Vocabulary**
Unit 4

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit Plan 4**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Create a Modern Dance Phrase**
    
    Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Create a Phrase Worksheet**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Create a Phrase Rubric**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Choreography Manipulation**
    
    Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Choreography Manipulation Rubric**

  Lesson Plan 3
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Choreograph a Dance**
    
    Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Choreography Application**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Conduct a Rehearsal Rubric**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Dancer Rubric**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Reflection Essay Rubric**

Additional Unit 4 Resources

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Choreography Manipulation Elements PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Journal Writing Rubric**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Teacher Resource for Lesson Plan 1, 2, 3 PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 4: Vocabulary**

Unit 5

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit Plan 5**

  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Forerunners of Modern Dance**
    
    Lesson Plan 1 Materials
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Isadora Duncan Resource**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Loie Fuller Resource**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Ruth St Denis Ted Shawn Denishawn Resource**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: See Think Graphic Organizer**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Video Discussion Rubric**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Written Quiz**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: First Generation (1) of Modern Dance**
    
    Lesson Plan 2 Materials
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Charles Weidman Resource**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Discussion Rubric**
    - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Doris Humphrey Resource**
World Dance Forms

Instructional Resource Links

Curriculum Resources
- [Dance: World Dance Forms: Curriculum Map](#)
- [Dance: World Dance Forms: Studio Setup Video](#)
- [Dance: World Dance Forms: Warm-up Video](#)

Unit 1
- [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Introduction to Dance](#)
  
  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 1: Finding our present and future self in dance](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 2: Dance Safety](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: The Elements of Dance](#)
    
    Lesson Plan 3 Materials
    - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 3: Best Mind Map Rubric](#)

  Lesson Plan 4
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Why do People Dance?](#)
    
    Lesson Plan 4 Materials
    - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Why do People Dance PowerPoint](#)
    - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 4: Essay Rubric](#)

  Lesson Plan 5
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 5: How does critique differ for art form and for world dance?](#)
    
    Lesson Plan 5 Materials
    - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Lesson Plan 5: Critique Rubric](#)

  Additional Unit 1 Resources
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Journal Rubric](#)
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 1: Vocabulary](#)

Unit 2
- [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Dance for Love](#)
  
  Lesson Plan 1
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 1: What is Courtship?](#)

  Lesson Plan 2
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 2: Investigate Rumba Dance](#)

  Lesson Plan 3
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 3: Investigate Line Dance](#)

  Lesson Plan 4
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Lesson Plan 4: Create an Animal Based Courtship Dance](#)

  Additional Unit 2 Resources
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Journal Rubric](#)
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Participation Rubric](#)
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Pre-Test](#)
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Courtship Dance Rubric](#)
  - [Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 2: Vocabulary](#)
Unit 3
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Dance for Praise
  - Lesson Plan 1
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 1: Dance as a Way to Worship
  - Lesson Plan 2
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 2: Investigate Hindu Worship dances
  - Lesson Plan 3
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 3: Investigate Native American Dance
  - Lesson Plan 4
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Lesson Plan 4: Create a Worship Dance

Additional Unit 3 Resources
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: African Dance World Encyclopedia
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Ancient Greece Handout
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Bharatanatyam Handout
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Create a Culture Worksheet
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Journal Rubric
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Participation Rubric
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Pre-Test
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Worship Dance Rubric

Unit 4
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 3: Dance for Praise
  - Lesson Plan 1
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 1: Dance as a way to tell a story
  - Lesson Plan 2
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 2: Investigate Hula dances
  - Lesson Plan 3
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 3: Investigate West African Dance
  - Lesson Plan 4
    - Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Lesson Plan 4: Create a Storytelling Dance

Additional Unit 4 Resources
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Participation Rubric
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Pre-Test
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Journal Rubric
- Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 4: Storytelling Dance Rubric
Unit 5

- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Put it all together**
  
  Lesson Plan 1
  - **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 1: Recreate your favorite World dance**

  Lesson Plan 2
  - **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 2: Investigate a world dance**

  Lesson Plan 3
  - **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Lesson Plan 3: Create a Music Video Using Multiple Dance Forms**

Additional Unit 5 Resources

- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Music Video Dance Rubric**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Recreation Dance Rubric**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Journal Rubric**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Spanish Flamenco Dance Representation in the Context of Structural and Linguistic Analyses**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Investigation Dance Rubric**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Irish Step Dance Handout**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Kabuki Handout**
- **Dance: World Dance Forms: Unit 5: Tango Handout**

Unit 6

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Unit Plan**

Lesson Plan 1

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: The Healthy Dancer: Body Image**
  
  Lesson Plan 1 Materials
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 1: Advertising Questionnaire**

Lesson Plan 2

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Nutrition for Dance**
  
  Lesson Plan 2 Materials
  - **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Lesson Plan 2: Nutrition Graphic Organizer**

Additional Unit 6 Resources

- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: PowerPoint**
- **Dance: Modern Dance I: Unit 6: Vocabulary**
Sample Distance/Digital Learning Plans

Instructional Resource Links

Dance I (Grades 9-12)

- [Dance: DLP: High School: Laban Movement Analysis and Patterns of Body Connectivity Basics Lesson Plan](#)
- [Dance: DLP: High School: Meaning Through Movement Lesson Plan](#)
- [Dance: DLP: High School: Yoga/Stretch Class: Well-Being in a Stressful Time Lesson Plan](#)